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Thispapersstudies the time series for the pulmonary tuberculosis cases know as
(Markov-chain).
We have made hypothesis , concerning the number of infection cases in order to set
the problem according to Markov-chain.
We then tried to find characteristics of this chain which proved to be non –ergodic ,
We found the absorbing probability for the transient state and the expected
absorbing time.
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INTRODUCTION
Markov-chain is a special process of the stochastic processes
which contains some states of periodic  parameters.
Markov (1906-1907) was one of the premier scientists who
established the essential Knowledge  of the Markov-
chainmodel in various and different branches.

Then many other mathematicians (scientists) developed these
understandings.

They used it in many branches ,including ,sociology
,agricultural ,and economical researches and studies .

Battaglia in 1981 tried to study the fall of the river as
Markov-chain in two way (Dehydryate and flood status ) .[1]

There were other studies of the Markov  serial chain running
in two ways also (Dehydrate  and heavy rain  ).[2]

There are many other studies in thisfield  including many
branches of sciences.

Some Main Definition

A-The closed group : IfC  is partial group from the state
space  S , C  will be closed ifPik= o (transient probability
from the statej to the state k) for each  k∈ C ,    i ϵ C
If the closed C  group represents single state characteristic
thenC called at absorbing state .[3]
B-The Persistent State :State j called persistent state if
P*ij=1 ,and if p*ij<1 , is  J called transient)state as in below : (
p*ij =∑ ( )∞

( ) = p[ + j , ≠ j , ……… . , ≠ , ]
C-Irreducible State : Markov-chain irreducible unless
there is a possibility to be transient from and  to all  states .
This means if the closed group is unique  .[4].
D –Ergodic-chain : Markov-chain is ergodic if it is
primitive and irreducible. [2]
It means that the theprocess  of the transient is possible from
one state to other states and not  necessarily important for
this
transient by one step .[3]

2-Statisrical Analysis : According to the nature of these
Basic indicators and data of process , the suitable study
method is by using Markov-chain .
The first step  of the tissue is the definition  of  the (step)
and (the state) for the number of the patients  used in
(Markov –chain ).

Then  considering  many a samplings   order to contain  the
all of cases and  the nature of  movement of  these states
which  represents the number of  patients  in the transition
matrix .
In this case it was clear to understand that the number of
patients for  10  years and for the duration of more one
hundredyear represents the maximum  human  life
expectancy ,and the step to increase the number of patients
during the(ten  years) period duration to another .

This table represents the number of patients (male and female
)(Table 1) with pulmonary T.B the data and these information
were obtained from  Kirkuk  General Hospital during 2003-
2013

If  S , i=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8  represents the various states for
Markov-series chain for (Age groups ).

The  movement of  the  patients through the classes which
represent 10 years , as it is  regarded as a random  process , the
age of  the  patient is allocated in one a single unit of  the
following classes :-
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(Table 1)
S8S7S6S5S4S3S2S1 19238069634559612003 15113583825889632004 141128637392108682005 1210225061121123692006 119203461123142762007 98143844130155842008 88113438136168942009 57142133150175992010 451323291272091002011 35823281142301032012 2481332942591052013
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For making theTransition Probability matrix which is
transition matrix from state to another in agiventime ,SoWe
need  data which is prescribing the movement ( motion ) of
the patients separately  through the time . These data are not
available for many reasons such as :

1.The patient did not visit or consulate the physician earlier
, but later, he or she visited also more than one doctor or
physician.

2.Fear of the patient  makes visiting difficult.
3.Unadequate drugs and medical instruments. But the

available data gives information about total number of the
patient for different age groups and the period taken for (
one year) as suitable basic duration for the matrix which
can be made by proper probabilities to describe.

The Patients Motion among Various Age Group
WhichInvolve

1.Any  patient goes to the status of S8 remains in.
2.Any patient grow up in age will transfer to next higher

level. Increase of the number of patients in any status
Sicomes  directly from the previous stats Si-1 .

3.Decrease in the number of patients is due to the transfer
action tos0 status , which means the cure status. Regarding
the use of theprobabilities and available data for one year (
Basic Duration ) The variety of possible  motion of  the
patients from state to another during ( 2003-2013) could
be performed and shown as in the next( Table  3).

In the same way all other tables of the patients  movement
from  state to another during (2003-2004 ) … (2012-2013 )
when these table are   gathered or collected  each to other
according  to matrix  collection base  which represent the
table number  (4) to describe the expected  movements  of
the patients from the year (2003) to(2013 ).

Above in the table number  (3) the elements of each
column  (class ) divided to the total number  of the  classes
situated  in  the result  confirmed  random.

This will produce a random  matrix used as amatrix  of
probability , for the periods for2003-2013 .

This reflex as the primary patent   about the patient
movement if s0 and s8 which are absorbing  states .
Then we obtained the following  table.

The transient  matrix  can be represented by  (p) tree Diagram
(Diagraph ) which  explains  the Markov-chain  p. matrix .

This transition matrix tree shows with the definition of the
closed status that the two statuses so and S8closed, and each
one of the present one states or (single-state ) so both states
so and s8 were( absorbing-state).
We concluded thatthe p matrix of Markov-Chain

become(non- ergotis).[3]

Absorbing Probability and Expected Absorbing  Time

The motion or transient from the transient-states to the
closed molecular state of persistent –states is important

subject (issue) for the (non-ergodic)  Markov-chain or series
(3).

In this research the basic matrix method has been used (figure
3).
This involves finding the matrix Q goes with the transient-state
.
To calculate the ,we find the matrix  N where
N=(1-Q)-1

The element of the matrix N represent the

Table 2
Classstate
0-9S1

10-19S2

20-29S3

30-39S4

40-49S5

50-59S6

60-69S7

70 and moreS8

Table 3
2oo3

2004

S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S8
مجموع
الصفوف

S0
S1 2 61 63
S2 15 59 15 89
S3 30 28 58
S4 35 47 82
S5 22 61 83
S6 19 16 35
S7 7 4 11
S8 15 15

مجموع 17 61 59 45 63 69 80 23 19

S8S7S6S5S4S3S2S1dates
19238069634559612003
15113583825889632004

Tree diagraph of Transition Matrix
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With regard to the(Expected  absorbing time) it can be
calculated from all the elements of each raw in the matrix  N.
This can  represent the expected  absorbing time from the
corresponding state for that row.
As the transient-states is given by s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6 ,s7 ,s8 the matrix
Q representing these state becomes as :

As  N =(1-Q )-1 ,   SO

Therefore , the expected  absorbing time from those statesbecome
This means that  the given  periodic time to reach the  cure
state s0 from  s1 is  about  (6)  months  duration  , and  s2 ,s6

about  (11) months  to  transfer to absorbing  state  .

Than of s3 remains for nearly  (1) year and (1) month to bein one  of the absorbing states  s0or s8.S4, S5 and remains for nearly  (1) year to be  in one  of the

absorbing  states  s0 or s8 and s7 remains for nearly  (2)month  to be  in one  of the absorbing states  s0 or s8.
CONCLUSIONSusing  periodic  chain  for  the  pulmonary  tuberculosisdisease  as Markov – chain  , it is  characteristics  found(non- ergodic)  chain  because the chain contains two(absorbing –states). When the expected time for absorbingfrom the (transient – states)  was found that the faster thestate of Absorbingto (transient- states) s7 which representthe Age group (60-69) years The most stable state  was s3which represents the Age group (20-29) years ,to betransferred to the absorbent state.
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Table 5 Transient Matrix
S8S7S6S5S4S3S2S1S0

000000001S0

0000000.1310.6020.267S1

000000.0350.7950.1390.031S2

0000.1320.802000.0620S3

000.0160.8970.0380000.048S4

00.0200.0290.82300.053000.074S5

0.0390.0220.0270.8100.0490000.054S6

0.0410.8180.083000000.058S7

100000000S8

Table 4 (2003-2013)
Si

Si-1
S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8

S0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S1 102 230 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 382
S2 20 90 515 23 0 0 0 0 0 648
S3 30 0 0 388 64 2 0 0 0 484
S4 15 0 0 0 12 280 5 0 0 312
S5 18 0 0 13 0 200 7 5 0 243
S6 10 0 0 0 9 150 5 4 7 185
S7 7 0 0 0 0 0 10 99 5 121
S8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 12

202 220 575 424 85 632 27 108 24

0.602 0.131 0 0 0 0 00.139 0.795 0.035 0 0 0 00 0 0.802 0.132 0 0 00 0 0 0.038 0.897 0.016 00 0 0.053 0 0.823 0.029 0.0200 0 0 0.049 0.810 0.027 0.0220 0 0 0 0 0.083 0.818

Q=

=
3.2344 2.0669 0.4704 0.0652 0.3925 0.0135 0.00892.1931 6.2795 1.4292 0.1982 1.1926 0.0411 0.02700 0 6.5029 0.9018 5.4261 0.1870 0.11270 0 2.1787 1.3527 8.1391 0.2805 0.18400 0 2.3003 0.3298 8.5937 0.2781 0.19380 0 2.0288 0.3434 7.5795 1.2760 0.19570 0 0.1834 0.0310 0.6851 0.1153 1.1068

Expected absorbing timeStates 6.2519S1 11.3606S2 13.1465S3 12.1351S4 11.6958S5 11.4233S6 2.1217S7

*******


